1) Clarification of proportionate limits - we have resolved to bring that we be authorized to pin down the issue of record is not clear.

2) Exception - There will be another letter from our + an oral note. In addition our official representative will personally discuss with Pres.

3) Commitment to protocol not being precedent (presumably for Salt III).

4) There will be a Congressional resolution.

5) Pres. will state at time of signing.

6) Nor can we venture a decision satisfactory to military leaders of allies.

- We have consulted extensively w/ Allies.
- Make clear that there is U.S. elected nuclear power will not be disrupted w/ it.
- We told Soviets this + it is there to be in public speeches.
- We have told Allies we NPR.
- High level going that we are prepared to deploy their long-range theatre system if allies agree we need this.
- Alliance military + civilian leaders would be fair more accurate if they re defined - what they are really looking at will be force decision we make.

7) Concern about their weight discrepancy.
Our military have never recommended that we build anything comparable to HX.

About 6 or 7 years ago, we had planned to build a much larger HX and JCS recommended against.

We will go forward with HX and JCS has not recommended that HX be increased in size to have more crew weight than it does...

Perceptions are what we say about these issues. What we say will have more effect on perceptions than any one idea.

6) Concern that Backfire may cause problems.

Grey area weapon. Tried to include it in FSB 115. JCS said it was.

They feel tradeoff: inclusion of FB; for Backfire, if we count them into Event DF, we have the most important assurance.

We should not pull range of assurances, wanted "count on counts."  

7) Concern that strategic advantage is shifting away from U.S. Commitment...  

We should develop deploy HX missile.

- We should go ahead with Talos I & II
- We should go ahead with ALCM.
- We should go ahead with other such programs... or we develop retaliator.

- We must modernize each day. I think

Well, it's our hey program... should be.